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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease with a complex and not
fully understood pathogenesis. Besides brain-intrinsic hallmarks such as abnormal
deposition of harmful proteins, i.e., amyloid beta in plaques and hyperphosphorylated
Tau in neurofibrillary tangles, blood-derived elements, in particular, platelets have been
discussed to be involved in AD pathogenesis. The underlying mechanisms, however, are
rather unexplored. Here, we investigate a potential role of platelets in an AD transgenic
animal model with severe amyloid plaque formation, the APP-PS1 transgenic mice,
and analyzed the presence, spatial location and activation status of platelets within
the brain. In APP-PS1 mice, a higher number of platelets were located within the
brain parenchyma, i.e., outside the cerebral blood vessels compared to WT controls.
Such platelets were activated according to the expression of the platelet activation
marker CD62P and to morphological hallmarks such as membrane protrusions. In
the brain, platelets were in close contact exclusively with astrocytes suggesting an
interaction between these two cell types. In the bloodstream, although the percentage of
activated platelets did not differ between transgenic and age-matched control animals,
APP-PS1 blood-derived platelets showed remarkable ultrastructural peculiarities in
platelet-specific organelles such as the open canalicular system (OCS). This work urges
for further investigations on platelets and their yet unknown functional roles in the
brain, which might go beyond AD pathogenesis and be relevant for various age-related
neurodegenerative diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

Worldwide, approximately 50 million people live with dementia, a large number that is expected
to triplicate by 2050 as the world population grows and the lifespan increases (International
Alzheimer’s Disease [IAD], 2015). In about 60 to 70% of the patients, dementia is due to Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), which makes AD not only the most common cause of dementia but also a major
economic and social burden (International Alzheimer’s Disease [IAD], 2015; Van Cauwenberghe
et al., 2015). Nevertheless, and more than a century after its first description, the exact etiology of
AD pathology is still not understood (Piaceri et al., 2013). Moreover, there are currently no drugs
available that can stop or reverse AD progression, and the approved therapeutics merely ameliorate
symptomatology (Frozza et al., 2018).

Drug development in AD over the last decades repeatedly tried to target brain-intrinsic
hallmarks of the pathology. These included neuroprotective approaches and attempts to reduce
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the load of harmful proteinaceous deposits in the brain, such
as amyloid beta (Aβ) in plaques and hyperphosphorylated Tau
in neurofibrillary tangles. So far, these approaches failed in
the late clinical phases (Michael et al., 2019). Therefore, the
amyloid cascade and the tau hypotheses as being causative in
AD pathogenesis are increasingly questioned (De Strooper and
Karran, 2016). In addition, novel concepts consider that the
brain is not an isolated organ but is strongly influenced by
systemic factors, which might contribute to brain degeneration
or alternatively function as protective and/or self-regenerative
mechanisms to compensate CNS damages. Along this line,
increasing evidence illustrates that blood components are
contributing to brain aging (Villeda et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2018)
and that components present in young blood might be developed
as therapeutics to treat AD (Middeldorp et al., 2016).

In the context of brain aging and neurodegeneration, blood-
derived elements with therapeutic potential are platelets. Platelets
have repeatedly been hypothesized to play a role in AD pathology
(Li et al., 1998; Evin et al., 2003), in particular, in cerebral
amyloid angiopathy (CAA) (Gowert et al., 2014; Jarre et al., 2014;
Donner et al., 2016; Kniewallner et al., 2016, 2018). Platelets are
small anuclear blood cells, which store a plethora of bioactive
factors in specialized cytoplasmic compartments (Rumbaut and
Thiagarajan, 2010). Upon activation, these factors are released to
the extracellular space, allowing platelets to participate in diverse
physiological and pathological processes (Rivera et al., 2016).
In AD, vascular abnormalities, such as disrupted microvascular
integrity or microbleedings, might trigger platelet activation
in an attempt to restore vascular integrity. Once activated,
platelets release among other substances Aβ peptides and several
inflammatory mediators (e.g., IL-1β, CD40L, Thromboxane A2)
(Arman et al., 2015; Canobbio et al., 2015; Heijnen and
Korporaal, 2017; Humpel, 2017; Kniewallner et al., 2018).
Thus, platelets might contribute to the deposition of Aβ

peptides in the wall of cerebral blood vessels as well as to
an inflammatory environment, which ultimately translates into
vascular degeneration (Kniewallner et al., 2018). Whereas the
involvement of platelets in the formation of cerebral amyloid
angiopathy deposits has been a matter of extensive study,
less is known concerning the general role of platelets in AD
(Gowert et al., 2014).

Here, we investigated platelets in APP-PS1 transgenic mice
with a severe amyloid plaque formation but no CAA pathology in
the brain. We analyzed the spatial location of platelets in the brain
with respect to their location within or outside blood vessels. We
also studied blood-circulating platelets for their activation status
by flow cytometry (FC) and analyzed their ultrastructure using
electron microscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Female and male APP Swedish PS1 dE9 mice (reviewed in
Jankowsky et al., 2001) expressing a chimeric mouse/human
mutant amyloid precursor protein (Mo/HuAPP695swe) and
a mutant human presenilin 1 (PS1-dE9) both directed to

CNS neurons under the prion protein promoter (Jackson
Laboratory)1 were used. Mice were housed at the Paracelsus
Medical University Salzburg in groups under standard conditions
at a temperature of 22◦C and a 12-h light/dark cycle with
ad libitum access to standard food and water. Animal care,
handling, genotyping, and experiments were approved by local
ethical committees (BMWFW-66.019/0011-WF/V/3b/2016) and
conducted accordingly to the Declaration of Helsinki. For brain
histology, FC and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) mice
were analyzed at 14 months of age. Age-matched non-transgenic
mice derived from the breeding of APP-PS1 were used as
control animals (WT).

Tissue Processing
Mice were anesthetized with a solution of ketamine (20.5 mg/mL;
Ketamidor; Richter Pharma), xylazine (5.36 mg/mL; Chanazine;
Chanelle), and acepromacine (0.27 mg/mL; Vanastress
10 mg/mL; Vana GmbH) in 0.9% sodium chloride. In order to
retain blood in the blood vessels, brains were extracted without
being perfused and post-fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in
sodium phosphate buffer (0.1 M; pH = 7.4) overnight at 4◦C. The
brains were cryoprotected and transferred into 30% sucrose in
0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4). Sagittal sections of
40 µm were cut on dry ice, using a sliding microtome.

Preparation of Washed Platelets
Upon thoracotomy, blood was collected by cardiac puncture
using ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA; 0.1 M; Promega)
coated syringes. To further prevent coagulation, EDTA (0.1 M)
was added to all blood samples. Anticoagulated blood samples
were centrifuged at 200 × g for 20 min at room temperature
(RT) to obtain platelet-rich plasma (PRP). PRP fractions were
collected into new tubes, and 1 µM Prostaglandin E1 (Sigma-
Aldrich #P55115-1MG) was added to avoid platelet aggregation,
before centrifugation at 800× g, for 20 min, RT. The supernatant
was discarded and platelet pellets resuspended in Tyrode’s buffer
(134 mM NaCl, 12 mM NaHCO3, 2.9 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2,
0.34 mM Na2HPO4, 10 mM Hepes solution). Before use, washed
platelets in Tyrode’s buffer were allowed to rest for approximately
1 h, to minimize artificial platelet activation.

Immunohistochemistry
Fluorescence immunohistochemistry of mouse tissue was
performed on free-floating sections as previously described
(Marschallinger et al., 2015; Unger et al., 2016, 2018). Antigen
retrieval was performed depending on the used primary antibody
by steaming the sections for 15–20 min in citrate buffer (pH = 6.0,
Sigma). The following primary antibodies were used: rat anti-
CD41 (1:300; Abcam), mouse anti-CD62P (1:300; Abcam),
rabbit anti-collagen IV (1:50; Abcam), guinea pig anti-GFAP
(1:500; Progen), goat anti-Iba1 (1:500; Abcam), guinea pig anti-
NeuN (1:500; Millipore), rabbit anti-Olig2 (1:500; Merck), goat
anti-PDGFRβ (1:100; R&D Systems). Incubation with primary
antibodies occurred either overnight at RT or for 72 h at
4◦C. After incubation with primary antibodies, sections were

1http://www.jax.org/strain/005864
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extensively washed in PBS and incubated for 3 h at RT in
secondary antibodies (all at 1:1,000). The following secondary
antibodies were used: donkey anti-goat Alexa Fluor 568, donkey
anti-guinea pig Alexa Fluor 647, donkey anti-mouse Alexa Fluor
647, donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 and 568, donkey anti-
rat Alexa Fluor 488, goat anti-rat Alexa Fluor 568 (all Invitrogen
or Molecular Probes). For amyloid-β plaque staining, Thioflavin
S (1 mg/mL; 1:625; Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the secondary
antibody solution. Nucleus counterstaining was performed with
4′,6′-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride hydrate (DAPI;
1 mg/mL; 1:2,000; Sigma-Aldrich).

Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used for
morphological characterization of blood isolated platelets from
APP-PS1 and WT age-matched controls (n = 3/group). Platelets
dissolved in Tyrode’s buffer were fixed for 10 min with Cell Fix
(BD Biosciences, 1:4). Upon centrifugation at 800× g, for 20 min,
at RT, platelet pellets were post-fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde
(Agar Scientific), 4% PFA in phosphate buffer solution overnight.
Upon centrifugation at 800 × g for 10 min, pelleted platelets
were incubated in 1% osmium tetroxide (Electron Microscopy
Sciences) in PBS Dulbecco (Merck) for 45 min in the dark.
Following centrifugation at 800 × g for 10 min, pellets were
washed twice in distilled water for 5 min. Between washes,
platelets were centrifuged at 800 × g for 5 min. A third fixation
step was carried out for 10 min in uranyl acetate replacement
stain (1:10 in water; Electron Microscopy Sciences). Fixative
solution was removed by centrifugation at 800 × g for 5 min,
and platelets were washed as described previously. Washed
pellets were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol solutions,
by incubation in ethanol 25% (5 min), 50% (5 min), 70%
(5 min), 96% (5 min), and 100% (10 min). To finally complete
dehydration, platelets were transferred to acetone (10 min),
before being embedded in DurcupanTM ACM (four-component
resin; Sigma-Aldrich). Resin curation was carried out at 37◦C
overnight and subsequently at 60◦C for 72 h. Plastic blocks
were trimmed to a trapezoid shape and sectioned using an
ultramicrotome (Reichert-Jung Ultracut E, Austria). Semithin
sections (0.5 µm) were generated with a glass knife and stained
with 1% toluidine blue to confirm specimen exposure. After
identification of stained cells, ultrathin sections (approximately
60 nm) were prepared using a diamond knife (Diatome Histo).
Sections were flattened with chloroform and subsequently
mounted on cooper grids (G75-Cu; Electron Microscopy
Science), pre-coated with 0.2% Formvar. Transmission electron
micrographs were obtained using a Leo 912 Omega transmission
electron microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany), at an operating
voltage of 100 kV and magnification of 20,000×.

Flow Cytometry Analysis
To investigate the basal activation level of circulating platelets
in APP-PS1 and WT age-matched mice (n = 7/group), we
performed two-color FC analysis in washed platelets. Before
staining, a 50 µL aliquot of each sample was incubated with
rat anti-mouse BD CD16/CD32 Fc Block TM (1:100; #553142;
BD Biosciences) for 5 min at RT in FC buffer [2% bovine

serum albumin (Sigma), 2 mM EDTA (Promega) in PBS
Dulbecco (Merck)] to block unspecific binding sites. Thereafter,
samples were stained with allophycocyanin (APC)-labeled anti-
mouse CD41 (1:100; #133913; BioLegend) and fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled rat anti-mouse CD62P (1:100;
#553744; BD Pharmingen) antibodies for 30 min in the dark. An
aliquot of washed platelets incubated with thrombin from bovine
plasma (0.25 U/mL; #1.12374; Sigma-Aldrich) and the respective
antibodies, served as positive control for platelet activation.
Additionally, isotype IgG staining was performed using FITC-
rat IgG1λ isotype control (1:100; #553995; BD Pharmingen).
Staining reaction was stopped with FC buffer, and samples
were centrifuged at 800 × g for 10 min. Platelet pellets were
resuspended in FC buffer and immediately analyzed with BD
Accuri TM C6 Plus Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences).

Platelet population was defined based on their pattern of
forward and side scattering on a logarithmic scale and by
positive staining for CD41, commonly used as a pan-platelet
marker. Cell doublets were discriminated and excluded from the
analysis. Per sample, at least 5,000 CD41+ single events were
recorded. To determine the activation level of platelets, CD41+
cells were gated for CD62P+ expression. CD62P, also known
as P-selectin, is a transmembrane glycoprotein mainly stored in
platelet α-granules, which rapidly translocates onto the platelet
surface upon activation (Rumbaut and Thiagarajan, 2010; Yun
et al., 2016). The percentage of CD62P+ platelets was calculated
relatively to the number of CD41+ platelets present in each
sample. To compensate for non-specific immunofluorescence,
the percentage of positive platelets detected in the isotype
control staining for CD62P was subtracted from the percentage
of CD62P+ platelets determined in each sample. For data
presentation, FC plots were generated with Kaluza Analysis
Software (Beckman Coulter).

Microscopy, Visualization, and Image
Processing
For qualitative and quantitative microscopic analysis of mouse
tissue, confocal laser scanning microscopy was performed using
a LSM 710 from Zeiss. Representative images were taken at 20×,
40×, and 63× magnification as confocal z-stack images and
imported into the Imaris software (version 9.1.2, Bitplane) for 3D
surface rendering and image analysis.

Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis of
Immunohistochemical Data
To analyze platelet distribution in the brain, four confocal
images from the cortex and hippocampus of each animal
(n = 6/group) were used for 3D modeling. Localization of
platelets, visualized by CD41 staining, was assessed in relation
to cerebral blood vessels, stained for collagen IV. The number
of platelets located in the intra- and extraluminal spaces as well
as their volume were determined. To study platelet activation
in vivo, expression of CD62P was investigated in 100 CD41+
platelets present in the brain per animal, regardless of their
location in relation to blood vessels (n = 6/group). To evaluate
the occurrence of cellular interactions between platelets and
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Thioflavin S+ amyloid plaques (n = 2/group) and other cells of
the neurovascular niche (n = 3/group), confocal Z-stacks from
randomly selected visual fields of the hippocampus and cortex
were employed for 3D surface rendering. Three-dimensional
projection models were rotated around different angles in order
to seek surface co-localizations. To quantify platelet–astrocyte
interactions, four confocal images of the hippocampus were
collected per animal (n = 3/group) and processed for 3D imaging
in order to determine the number of CD41+ cells co-localizing
with GFAP+ cells.

Quantitative Analysis of Electron
Microscopy Data
Per genotype, the surface and OCS areas of 90 randomly
selected platelets (30 platelets/animal, three animals/genotype)
were assessed using the Image J software (version 1.44p). The
platelet surface area and OCS area of single platelets were
analyzed, and the number of every analyzed platelet per genotype
was used for statistical analysis. In order to determine the OCS
area, the area of all white vacuole and tubular sections within the
cell was measured. Relative OCS area was calculated accordingly
to the formula:

Relative OCS Area (%) =
OCS measured area × 100

Platelet measured area

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism
(GraphPad Software, version 6). Data was tested for normality
using the Shapiro–Wilk normality test. To compare values
between two groups, unpaired Student’s t-test was used for
normally distributed data and Mann–Whitney test for non-
normally distributed data. For multiple comparisons between
groups, two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison
test was used. For statistical analysis of quantitative electron
microscopy data, the ROUT method (Q = 1%) was used to
identify outliers. Two outliers were identified and removed in
the platelet area data set and one in the OCS relative area
data set. Values of p < 0.0001 (∗∗∗∗) were considered most
significant, p < 0.01 (∗∗) highly significant, and p < 0.05 (∗)
significant. Values were expressed as mean ± standard error
of the mean (SEM).

RESULTS

Platelets in APP-PS1 Mice Invade the
Brain Parenchyma
First, we investigated platelet localization in the hippocampus
and cortex of 14-month-old APP-PS1 transgenic mice and
age-matched WT controls by immunohistochemical staining
for CD41. We have selected APP-PS1 mice with the age
of 14 months, as at this time point the animals present a
full spectrum of pathology, showing severe amyloid plaque
deposition in the hippocampus and cortex, high levels of
microgliosis and astrogliosis, vascular alterations, and cognitive
deficits (Jankowsky et al., 2004; Lalonde et al., 2005; Janota
et al., 2015; Unger et al., 2016). To discriminate between platelets

being completely inside or exposed to the outside of the blood
vessels, we modeled the vessel structure in 3D with different
levels of transparency, using the Imaris software. This allowed
us to visualize platelets located within the vessels. In WT and
APP-PS1 mice, CD41+ platelets were mainly located in the
intraluminal space of blood vessels, or at least within the blood
vessel’s basement membrane, which was outlined by collagen
IV immunoreactivity (Figures 1A,B). Besides that, and more
pronounced in APP-PS1 mice, platelets spread through the
vessel wall, partially transposing into the extraluminal space
(Figures 1A,B). Moreover, in APP-PS1 mice, platelets were
also found completely outside the blood vessels in the brain
parenchyma (Figures 1A,B), being in this case mostly located in
the vicinity of a blood vessel (Figure 1B). Quantitative analysis
in hippocampal and cortical brain regions revealed that APP-PS1
mice had a higher total number of platelets per brain section in
comparison to WT controls (Figure 1C). As similar observations
were made in the hippocampus and cortex (Figure 1C), we
did no further discrimination between these two brain regions
in subsequent analyses and pooled the data from both brain
regions. A significantly higher percentage of platelets was found
outside blood vessels in the extraluminal space in APP-PS1
compared to WT brains (22.18 ± 1.37% vs. 6.81 ± 0.92%),
and vice versa; a significantly lower percentage of platelets
were inside the vessels in APP-PS1 brains (77.83 ± 1.37% vs.
93.20± 0.92%) (Figure 1D).

Characterization of Blood Circulating
Platelets in APP-PS1 and WT
Age-Matched Control Mice
The presence of platelets in brains with an AD amyloid
pathology raises various questions such as their molecular
profile and identity, their activation status, and their functional
role in the brain parenchyma. As a first urging question,
we addressed whether platelets are activated once they enter
the brain parenchyma or whether they are already activated
in the bloodstream. To that, we used FC to analyze the
surface expression of CD62P, a widely used marker for
platelet activation, as well as TEM for ultrastructural analysis
of platelets isolated from the blood of APP-PS1 and WT
mice. To assess CD62P expression by FC, we first gated
the platelet population based on its pattern for forward
and side light scattering and CD41 expression, and further
defined the activated platelet population as CD62P+/CD41+
(Figures 2A,B). Up to 70% of CD41+ platelets expressed
CD62P when stimulated ex vivo with thrombin as a positive
control, and only very few CD62P+/CD41+ platelets were
detected under native conditions (Figure 2B) indicating that
the vast majority of platelets in the blood are not activated.
Quantitative analysis revealed only a slight, but not significant,
difference between the percentage of activated platelets in the
bloodstream of APP-PS1 compared to WT mice (Figures 2C,D).
TEM ultrastructural analysis (Figure 2E) revealed that WT
platelets presented a round or discoid shape with smooth plasma
membrane, although some WT platelets also showed small
elongations and protrusions of the membrane, most likely being
pseudopods. In APP-PS1 platelets, the plasma membrane was
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FIGURE 1 | Continued
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FIGURE 1 | Immunohistochemical analysis of platelet distribution in the brain of APP-PS1 mice. Brain sections from APP-PS1 mice and age-matched WT controls
were stained with collagen IV (red) for blood vessels and CD41 (green) for platelets. 4′,6′-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride hydrate (DAPI; blue) was used as
nucleus stain. Confocal microscopy images, from randomly selected hippocampal and cortical regions, were processed for 3D imaging. Platelets from WT and
APP-PS1 mice were mainly located within the cerebral blood vessels (A,B), whereas platelets from APP-PS1 mice were frequently seen in the brain parenchyma or
at the blood vessel wall, suggesting extravasation (A—arrows, B—right). Overall, APP-PS1 mice seem to have higher platelet densities in the hippocampus and
cortex in comparison with WT controls (C). Moreover, quantification of platelets located inside (blood vessel) and outside (parenchyma/vessel wall) cerebral blood
vessels revealed that APP-PS1 mice have a significantly higher percentage of platelets outside the blood vessels compared to WT controls (D). Data shown as
mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis was performed by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test (n = 6/group; including WT: six females and APP-PS1:
three females and three males); ****p < 0.0001. Scale: 10 µm (A) and 3 µm (B).

FIGURE 2 | Activation status and ultrastructure analysis of peripheral blood platelets in APP-PS1 mice. Surface expression of CD62P by CD41+ platelets was
assessed by flow cytometry to determine the activation status of blood-isolated platelets. Gating strategy for single CD41+ platelets (A). Positive control for platelet
activation: Unstimulated or thrombin-stimulated platelets were stained with CD62P or respective IgG isotype control antibody (B). Both APP-PS1 and WT animals
showed CD62P+/CD41+ platelets under unstimulated conditions (C), but the percentage of activated platelets in the bloodstream of APP-PS1 and WT were not
significantly different (D). However, TEM analysis revealed ultrastructural differences between APP-PS1 and WT blood-isolated platelets. APP-PS1 platelets
presented a more irregular cell membrane, with formation of membrane elongations (arrows), and released microparticles (asterisks, *), the last two being signs of
platelet activation (E). APP-PS1 platelets also exhibited a significantly smaller surface area (F) and an enlarged OCS (G) compared with WT platelets. The annotated
structures are α-granules (α), open canalicular system (OCS), and microparticule (MP). Scale: 250 nm (E). Graph bars represent mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis
was performed by unpaired Student’s t test (B: n = 7/group; including three females and four males per group) and Mann–Whitney test (F and G: n = 90
platelets/genotype, including WT: three females and APP-PS1: two females and one male, with the 30 platelets analyzed per animal being color coded).
****p < 0.0001; **p < 0.01.

more irregular, with invaginations and protrusions. Some APP-
PS1 platelets presented a microparticle formation (Figure 2E,
asterisks), showing either microparticles under the process of
budding off or already completely located in the extracellular
space. Quantification of the platelet area showed that APP-
PS1 platelets had an approximately 30% smaller surface in

comparison with WT platelets (Figure 2F). Moreover, when
compared to WT, APP-PS1 platelets presented an enlarged
OCS (Figure 2G), a specific platelet organelle that appears as
cytoplasmic vacuoles and thin tubular structures. In summary,
our FC and TEM data suggests that APP-PS1 mice might possess
a population of blood-circulating platelets exhibiting classical
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signs of activation, with a highly altered cell morphology and
increased microparticle formation.

Activated Platelets Are Present in the
Brain of APP-PS1 Transgenic Mice
Even though we took special care to avoid platelet activation
during the isolation procedure, we cannot exclude the possibility
that some of the analyzed activation hallmarks were artificially
induced. Therefore, and to investigate the activation status
of brain platelets, we stained non-perfused brain sections for
CD41, CD62P, and Collagen IV. We further used the IMARIS
software to characterize platelets located inside and outside the
blood vessels in more detail regarding their CD62P expression.
Using 3D models with different levels of transparency, we could
allocate platelets inside or outside the blood vessels. By setting
the transparency level of the reconstructed vessels at 0%, only
platelets exposed to the outside of the vessel can be seen, whereas
at 50% transparency, platelets are visible regardless of their
location, i.e., inside or outside the vessel. As a result, some of
the platelets within APP-PS1 and WT (not shown) cerebral blood
vessels were CD62P+ and had cellular protrusions (Figure 3A),
indicating the presence of activated platelets within the cerebral
bloodstream. Similarly, platelets in the process of penetrating
the vessel wall, i.e., partially visualized at 0% transparency and
fully visible in the 50% transparent situation, expressed CD62P
in WT and APP-PS1 mice (Figure 3A) indicating activation. At
the quantitative level, the percentage of platelets that carry the
activation marker CD62P was significantly higher in APP-PS1
compared to WT mice (Figure 3B). Taken together, these data
suggest that platelets in the brain of APP-PS1 mice are activated.

A crucial hallmark of platelet function, at least in homeostasis,
is platelet aggregation. Therefore, we raised the question whether
platelets present in the brain parenchyma of APP-PS1 and WT
mice might be aggregated. We used the IMARIS software to
measure the volume of 3D modeled CD41+ structures. We
further categorized these structures as single platelets when the
volume was smaller than 10 fL or as platelet aggregates for
volumes bigger than 10 fL. This threshold was set accordingly
to the current knowledge on platelet size (Everds, 2004). In the
brain of APP-PS1 mice, where a higher number of platelets were
present, there was a clear shift from single platelets to small
aggregates (Figure 3C).

Platelets in the Brain Parenchyma Tightly
Associate With Astrocytes
In the context of CAA, platelets have been shown to accumulate
at cerebrovascular Aβ deposits, where they seem to fuel Aβ

deposition (Gowert et al., 2014; Kniewallner et al., 2015, 2016).
To assess whether intra-parenchymal platelets might promote
similar effects, we analyzed the localization of CD41+ platelets
within the brain with respect to Thioflavin S+ amyloid plaques.
However, an association between platelets and amyloid plaques
in the brain of APP-PS1 mice was not observed (Figure 4).
We further investigated the putative cellular interaction partners
within the brain, assessing potential interactions with astrocytes,
pericytes, microglia, neurons, and oligodendrocytes. In APP-
PS1 mice (Figure 5), and similarly in WT animals (data

not shown), brain-located CD41+ platelets were found in
tight association with GFAP+ astrocytes, as revealed by 3D
surface rendering and co-localization analysis of GFAP and
CD41 signals showing astrocyte processes covering platelet
surfaces (Figure 5A, magenta showing co-localization, and
Supplementary Videos). No interactions were detected with
PDGFRβ+ pericytes (Figure 5B), Iba1+ microglia (Figure 5C),
NeuN+ neurons (Figure 5D), or Oligo2+ oligodendrocytes
(Figure 5E). Approximately 60% of the platelets in the brain of
APP-PS1 and WT mice were associated with astrocytes, whereas
the other 40% did not associate with any other cell type analyzed
(59.91± 5.76% vs. 40.08± 5.76%; p = 0.0352).

DISCUSSION

The current work reveals the presence of a significantly higher
number of platelets in the brain parenchyma of APP-PS1
compared to WT mice. Platelets in the brain were more likely
to be activated compared to the blood-circulating platelets,
regardless of the genotype. In APP-PS1 mouse brains, the relative
amount of activated platelets was significantly higher compared
to WT. Platelets presumably invaded the brain and were found
in tight association with astrocytes suggesting that these two cell
types might interact, and that this interaction might contribute
and shape AD pathology.

There is increasing evidence for blood-born elements
influencing molecular, cellular, structural, and functional features
of the brain in aging and in de- and regeneration in CNS diseases
such as AD (Villeda et al., 2011, 2014; Middeldorp et al., 2016;
Smith et al., 2018). In this context, blood components of emerging
interest are platelets. For example, platelets are actively involved
in the onset and development of cerebral amyloid angiopathy
(CAA), a vascular pathology common among AD patients, which
is characterized by platelet-derived Aβ depositions (Gowert
et al., 2014; Jarre et al., 2014; Kniewallner et al., 2016, 2018).
Interestingly, injections of platelets isolated from APP-Swedish
Dutch Iowa mice, which is an AD transgenic mouse model
with CAA pathology, into healthy age-matched control mice
caused vessel damage, whereas WT platelet injection failed to
do so (Kniewallner et al., 2018). Thus, we hypothesized that
platelets in AD are intrinsically altered or dysfunctional, actively
contributing to vascular damages (Kniewallner et al., 2018).
To determine whether this kind of “aggressive or invasive”
phenotype described for APP-Swedish Dutch Iowa mice is a
general phenomenon in AD, we investigated platelets in a
CAA-independent AD transgenic mouse model, the APP-PS1
(Jankowsky et al., 2001, 2004; Liu et al., 2004).

Here, we show that APP-PS1 mice contained a significantly
higher number of platelets in the brain parenchyma compared
to age-matched WT controls. Approximately 20% of the platelets
present in the APP-PS1 brain invaded the intraparenchymal
space, whereas in WT animals, only approximately 6% of the
platelets were found within the brain parenchyma. Interestingly,
brain intraparenchymal platelets appeared as single platelets
as well as small aggregates, with APP-PS1 mice presenting
a higher number of aggregated platelets compared to WT
animals. Therefore, as the quantitative analysis of platelet
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FIGURE 3 | Continued
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FIGURE 3 | Activation status of platelets located in the brain of APP-PS1 mice. Immunohistochemical analysis revealed that CD41+ platelets (green) expressing the
activation marker CD62P (white) circulate within cerebral blood vessels (red) in APP-PS1 mice (A, upper row). Similarly, platelets in the process of fenestrating the
vessel wall also expressed CD62P (A, lower row). Quantitative analysis showed that APP-PS1 mice have a significantly higher percentage of CD62P+/CD41+

platelets in the brain compared to WT animals (B). Moreover, in APP-PS1 mice, extravascular platelets exhibit a shift from single cells (<10 fL) to aggregates (>10
fL). Graph bars represent mean ± SEM (n = 6/group including WT: six females and APP-PS1: three females and three males). Statistical analysis was performed by
unpaired Student’s t test (B) or two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test (C). *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; and ****p < 0.0001. Scale: 5 µm (A) and 1 µm
(A—zoom in).

density presented in Figure 1 did not differentiate between
single platelets or platelet aggregates due to methodological
limitations, putative aggregates might have been counted as
individual platelets leading ultimately to an underestimation
of the overall platelet load of APP-PS1 brains. Whether
platelets penetrate the brain parenchyma actively or passively
is still an ongoing question. We previously demonstrated
that penetration of APP-Swedish Dutch Iowa platelets into
the brain parenchyma is accompanied by release of platelet-
derived matrix metalloproteinases, which promotes blood vessel
disruption (Kniewallner et al., 2018). A similar mechanism
might mediate the invasion of individual platelets into the
brain of animals with subarachnoid hemorrhage (Doczi et al.,
1986; Friedrich et al., 2010). In this model, platelets enter the
brain parenchyma via “platelet-sized holes” in the basement
membrane, possibly originated by platelet-derived proteases
such as metalloproteinases-2 and -9 (Friedrich et al., 2010).
Alternatively, platelets in AD might invade the brain parenchyma
through a disrupted blood–brain barrier (BBB), as at the age of
analysis (14 months) APP-PS1 mice present a comprised BBB
(Janota et al., 2015).

The Fate and Function of Platelets in the
Brain?
Besides the penetration of platelets through the vessel wall,
crucial questions are: What is the fate of platelets once
they enter the brain parenchyma? What is their functional
role in the brain? Are platelets able to home back to the
circulation, for example, after discharging their contents? The
latter has recently been shown in a mouse model of systemic
shock, where platelets entered the brain parenchyma, released
pathogenic levels of serotonin, and thereafter returned to
the bloodstream (Cloutier et al., 2018). Alternatively, they
might become simply eliminated from the brain parenchyma
through phagocytosis by, for example, microglia, perivascular-
macrophages, or astrocytes. Nevertheless, platelets, as long as
they are within the CNS parenchyma, might communicate with
certain cell types, modulate their functions, and shape certain
pathogenic processes.

Various CNS lesions, e.g., neurotrauma, subarachnoid
hemorrhage, demyelination, or experimental autoimmune
encephalomyelitis show extravascular platelets in the brain,
which are linked to the onset of either beneficial or detrimental
responses in the brain (Pluta and Amek, 2008; Friedrich et al.,
2010; Hayon et al., 2013; Sotnikov et al., 2013; Au et al.,
2014; Kazanis et al., 2015; Rivera et al., 2016). One possible
function of platelets in the brain seems to be the impact on
neuroinflammation. This has been demonstrated in the context

of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (Sotnikov
et al., 2013) and chronic hypertension (Bhat et al., 2017),
where platelets promote neuroinflammation. In the context
of AD, APP-Swedish Dutch Iowa platelets recruit and activate
microglia to the penetrated vessels, leading to enhanced levels
of tumor-necrosis-factor-alpha and supporting an inflammatory
environment (Kniewallner et al., 2018). In the present work, we
show that intra-parenchymal platelets are in tight and exclusive
association with astrocytes, and this interaction might influence
the astrocyte responses in the context of neuroinflammation
or plaque load. Platelet–astrocyte interaction was previously
reported in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis, an
established model of neuroinflammation, demyelination, and
neurodegeneration (Sotnikov et al., 2013), and in an experimental
chronic hypertension rat model (Bhat et al., 2017), the latter
being a well-known predisposing factor for vascular dementia
and AD (Birkenhäger and Staessen, 2006). In both cases,
platelet–astrocyte interactions were associated with enhanced
neuroinflammation and neuronal injury (Sotnikov et al., 2013;
Bhat et al., 2017). Whether platelet–astrocyte interaction is also
promoting neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration in AD
remains speculative, and it is a matter of further investigations.
Of course, platelet–astrocyte interaction might occur as part of a

FIGURE 4 | Immunohistochemical analysis of platelet interaction with amyloid
plaques in the brain of APP-PS1 mice. Brain sections from APP-PS1 mice
(n = 1/gender) were co-stained for platelets (green) and Thioflavin S (yellow).
DAPI (blue) was used as nucleus stain. Representative confocal images were
3D modeled for co-localization analysis. In APP-PS1 mice, CD41+ platelets
were not associated with Thioflavin S+ amyloid plaques.
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FIGURE 5 | Continued
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FIGURE 5 | Immunohistochemical analysis of platelet interaction with neurovascular niche cellular components in the brain of APP-PS1 mice. Brain sections from
APP-PS1 mice (n = 3, including two females and one male) were co-stained for platelets (CD41), (A–E, green), and one of the following cell types: astrocytes (GFAP)
(A, white); pericytes (PDGFRβ) (B, red), microglia (Iba-1) (C, red), neurons (NeuN) (D, red), or oligodendrocytes (Oligo2) (E, red). DAPI (blue) was used as nucleus
stain. Representative confocal images were selected for 3D surface projection and co-localization analysis. In APP-PS1 mice, platelets were found in tight
association with astrocytes (A). Co-localization of CD41 and GFAP signals is depicted in magenta (A, zoom in). No further interactions were observed between
CD41+ platelets and other immunolabeled cells (B). Scale: 5 µm (A,B), 2 µm (B—zoom in).

clearance strategy, and platelets might simply be phagocytosed
by astrocytes. However, the platelet–astrocyte association was not
exclusively observed in APP-PS1 mice but also in age-matched
WT animals (data not shown). Nevertheless, the load of platelets
and the number of activated platelets was higher in the brain of
APP-PS1 mice, and therefore, the impact on astrocytes might be
different at the quantitative level.

Platelets might not only have detrimental functions in the
brain but also beneficial ones. For example, it has recently
been demonstrated that the exercise-induced stimulatory effects
on adult hippocampal neurogenesis are partially mediated
through platelets (Leiter et al., 2019). In the context of stroke
and of demyelinating lesions, platelet-derived factors promote
neurogenesis and neuroprotection (Hayon et al., 2013; Au et al.,
2014; Kazanis et al., 2015). A long-term perspective might be
to exploit the beneficial effects and to inhibit the detrimental
effects of platelets in a therapeutic context. This could be achieved
through pharmacological means, through cell therapies such as
infusion of regeneration-promoting platelets, or through the use
of platelet-derived factors.

Platelets Are Activated in the Brain of
APP-PS1 Mice but Not in the
Bloodstream
Increased platelet activation in the blood has been previously
reported in AD patients and in animal models of AD (Sevush
et al., 1998; Ciabattoni et al., 2007; Stellos et al., 2010;
Jarre et al., 2014; Canobbio et al., 2015, 2016). In AD,
the activation status of platelets correlates with the rate of
cognitive decline (Stellos et al., 2010; Canobbio et al., 2015),
indicating that platelet activation might be functionally related
to AD pathogenesis. In the APP-PS1 mice, we observed only
a slight but not significantly higher platelet activation status
in the bloodstream. Nevertheless, at the ultrastructural level,
APP-PS1 mouse platelets showed clear signs of activation
in cell morphology, i.e., significantly smaller size, membrane
protrusions, and microparticle release. As a hypothesis, in
AD, platelets might be either primed or even activated
in the by bloodstream and become fully activated once
entering the brain parenchyma. Regardless, a more detailed
understanding of platelet activation as well as their underlying
molecular mechanisms, especially in the context of CNS
pathologies, is required.

Alterations in the OCS of APP-PS1
Mouse Platelets
Abnormalities in the internal membrane system of platelets
in AD have been previously described (Zubenko et al.,

1987a,b, Hajimohammadreza et al., 1990; Piletz et al., 1991).
In AD patients, 10–25% of platelets are atypical, exhibiting an
extensive system of membrane-bounded “trabeculated cisternae”
(Zubenko et al., 1987a,b; Hajimohammadreza et al., 1990).
In our ultrastructural characterization, we observed that in APP-
PS1 mouse platelets, vacuolar and tubular structures occupy
a significantly wider area of the cytoplasm in comparison
to WT controls. We considered these structures as being
part of the platelet OCS, a system of interconnected and
tortuous membrane-bound channels that spans through the
platelet interior (Rumbaut and Thiagarajan, 2010; White,
2013; Selvadurai and Hamilton, 2018). Further analysis using
specific dyes for the OCS, such as ruthenium red (Heijnen
and Korporaal, 2017; Selvadurai and Hamilton, 2018), or
morphological characterization of platelets using 3D electron
microscopy are needed to determine whether the structures we
observed are, indeed, part of the platelet OCS. Interestingly,
abnormalities in platelet ultrastructure are common to other
neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, where
platelets display an enlarged OCS (Factor et al., 1994),
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Shrivastava et al., 2011), or
major depression (Mendoza-Sotelo et al., 2010). Therefore, it
is important to understand whether alterations in the platelet
ultrastructure might directly affect the CNS environment and,
in particular, to discern whether and how the enlargement of
platelet OCS can be related with the pathological processes
occurring in AD.

Platelets in the Aging Brain
Even though most of the effects that we observed in the
present study were more pronounced in APP-PS1 mice, they
were also detected at a lower level in 14-month-old WT mice.
Therefore, it will be crucial in future experiments to dissect
the aging from the disease-specific effects. It is already well-
known that platelet activity and function are altered with
advanced age in humans as well as in mice (Zahavi et al., 1980;
Kasjanovova and Balaz, 1986; Bastyr et al., 1990; Gleerup and
Winther, 1995; Cowman et al., 2015; Jones, 2016). Nevertheless,
since aging is the main risk factor for AD and various other
neurodegenerative diseases, platelets might be a very promising
target for the future development of therapeutic strategies
to prevent brain aging and to prevent or treat age-related
neurodegenerative diseases.

CONCLUSION

Platelets are an emerging topic in brain aging and
neurodegenerative diseases. The functional role of platelets in
the brain and the underlying molecular and cellular mechanisms
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remain elusive, but platelets might have beneficial as
well as detrimental functions in the brain. This requires
further investigations, especially since platelets are a very
promising and feasible target for cellular and pharmacological
interventions, and targeting platelets might be a therapeutic
approach to repair, regenerate, or even rejuvenate the aged
and diseased brain.
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VIDEO S1 | 3D animation created by surface rendering upon
immunohistochemical stained APP-PS1 brain tissue showing CD41+ platelets
(green) in tight association with GFAP+ astrocyte processes (white). Cell nuclei can
be visualized in blue (DAPI staining).

VIDEO S2 | 3D animation created by surface rendering upon
immunohistochemical stained WT brain tissue showing CD41+ platelets (green) in
tight association with GFAP+ astrocyte processes (white). Cell nuclei can be
visualized in blue (DAPI staining).
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